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India is in the initial years of a new millennium, 

making tremendous strides in the sphere of 

technological advancement, digitization and 

globalization. As a result of this change in 

dynamics, the challenges she has to contend 

within the national and international arena are 

immense.

Academic institutions have a vital role to play in 

assisting the youth of today in realizing their 

potential in order to enable them to assume their 

destined roles on the world stage.

Shri Vile Parle Kelavani Mandal's Pravin Gandhi 

College of Law maintains high standards of 

academic excellence. This is evidenced in the 

nature of the curricular and co-curricular activities 

initiated in the institution and the excellent 

academic infrastructure. The staff strives to 

engender in youth a grand vision with skills to 

translate this vision into reality. Along with this 

journey of self-discovery is nurtured a true spirit 

of enquiry, development of analytical skills and 

agile reasoning abilities.  The pedagogy is fine-

tuned to achieving these ends.

Our goal is to help create individuals with a keen 

social consciousness, individuals who are 

progressive, forward-thinking, and positive 

citizens of the world, capable of practising before 

the Courts, providing legal advice, competent in 

legal drafting, participating in legal proceedings 

and are front runners in legal education.

Shri. Amrish Patel
President - SVKM

President's Message
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About SVKM
Shri Vile Parle Kelavani Mandal (SVKM) is a Public Charitable Trust registered under the Societies Registration Act, 1860 and 

The Bombay Public Trusts Act, 1950. SVKM has always been committed to the cause of providing high-quality education at 

various levels. From its humble beginnings in 1934, when it adopted the Rashtriya Shala, a school established in 1921 in the 

wake of the Swadeshi Movement; the Mandal today has grown into a large educational enterprise imparting high-level 

education to more than 32,000 students, an enterprise that promotes the values of professionalism, social sensitivity and 

dynamic entrepreneurship. The ethos of the Mandal has been marked by patriotic fervour, selfless service and the spirit of 

indigenous enterprise, having its genesis in the days of India's struggle for freedom.

Mission
· To formulate and implement a framework that is conducive to 

designing and conducting courses in legal subjects to meaningfully 

integrate, support and enhance professional knowledge of law

· To employ multi-dimensional techniques to enhance legal 

information and awareness in order to facilitate exercise of choices 

for future legal careers 

· To inculcate a spirit of enquiry by promoting scientific research 

skills for advancement of knowledge in the field of law by integrating 

research, field action and capacity- building of teaching faculty 

· To transform conventional teaching-learning experience by 

adopting innovative pedagogy to develop cognitive abilities and 

nurture social sensitivity

· To assimilate local and global standards for holistic advancement

Vision
To be an institution of excellence in imparting law 

education in the country, catering to the needs of 

society by bringing out students who are 

sensitive to the societal needs and be zealous in 

upholding the rule of law with social compassion.

About Pravin Gandhi College of Law 
Marcel Proust once said, “The voyage of discovery is not in seeking new landscapes but in having new 

eyes.” This observation clearly enunciates the goals and objectives of SVKM's Pravin Gandhi College of 

Law . The institution recognizes the fact that there lodges within the heart of every student that spark of 

creativity that, is the essence of singularity in every individual. Beginning from this premise, the college 

structures its learning programme in order to identify, hone in on and unearth this reserve of creativity. 

To this effect, the college harnesses modern methods of teaching which encourage students to learn 

inside and outside the classroom. This institution provides the students with varied platforms to 

develop their skills by way of debates at the intra-collegiate and intercollegiate levels, seminars, 

workshops, and trial advocacy through moot competitions; the movie club, Juriscine, and the literary 

society, L'avocat, with an in-house students' newsletter enable students to air their passionate 

concerns on issues, topical or otherwise. In addition, innovative, interactive methods of study in the 

classroom create an ambience that fosters intellectual growth.

This methodology intersects a legal education with a contextualization that embraces social, political and economic systems. 

An excellent faculty serves as a facilitator in helping students materialize this vision. It is this holistic approach to education that 

justifies the claim SVKM's Pravin Gandhi College of Law makes, of being a law college with a DIFFERENCE. For at the end of 

their voyage of self-discovery students emerge confident, positive thinking individuals, ably equipped to discharge their 

assigned roles responsibly on a world stage.

The college library, with its vast and eclectic collection of books and journals, satiates the thirst for knowledge of both staff and 

students and gives utmost attention to the overall development of the personality of students.

Students are also encouraged to participate in co-curricular activities and sports. While ensuring academic and co-curricular 

facilities to a vibrant student community, the institution is conscious of its role as a constructive and responsible component of 

the larger society. Its consistent and unstinting efforts in this direction are borne out by the fact that students enter the college, 

young, immature, uncertain, bewildered, but leave its portals as mature, self-confident and focused individuals, ready to lead 

rich lives of their own while enriching that of society.
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Principal's Message
The LL.M.  programme under the University of Mumbai has witnessed a remarkable change in the past few years. The 

University has bestowed an opportunity to the constituent colleges to offer Masters in Law to meet the growing needs of the 

profession. 

The Masters in Law Programme fosters teaching and research, aligned with the emerging needs, to meet the challenges arising 

from the globalization of the legal profession.  Our LL.M. Course (Business Law & Criminal Law) is designed to empower 

students to acquire necessary skills to progress in their chosen career. We aim to provide in-depth knowledge in the subject 

domain by eminent and experienced faculty, with an interdisciplinary approach. The emphasis is on generating innovative 

ideas and practical perspectives to address evolving needs of the contemporary world.  

We, at PGCL, are delighted to offer the LL.M. Programme with a commitment to provide state-of-the-art legal education 

through well-planned curriculum delivery and highly evolved and effective methodologies. With this, we aim to achieve 

unparalleled academic excellence and present diverse professional opportunities for a successful career in law and its many 

allied fields. 

We welcome you whole-heartedly to our institution to accomplish your dreams, soar high, and become legal eagles. 

Dr. Navasikha Duara
I/c. Principal

Mastersin Law (LL.M)

Course Name : Master of Laws (LL.M.)

University : University of Mumbai

Eligibility : Law Graduates & Entrance Test conducted by University of Mumbai

Specialization : Group I : Business Law

  Group II : Criminal Law and Criminal Administration

Duration : 2 Years consisting of four semesters

Intake Capacity : 60 students 

Total Fees : Rs.55,365/- (For both semesters)

Admission Process : Merit at the LL.M. Entrance Examination and marks secured at LL.B.

Admission Guidelines
Admission to LL.M  is purely on merit and is subject to the availability of seats as per the directions issued by the Government 

of Maharashtra and the University of Mumbai from time to time. A transparent admission procedure is followed strictly based 

on standard norms. Any modification in admission guidelines will be notified on the college notice board and college website. 

Neither the management nor the college accepts any donation or capitation fee for admission to any course offered by the 

college.

Eligibility
Candidates who have a qualified Law Graduate Degree from a recognized university and  has appeared for the University of 

Mumbai Entrance Exam for LL.M . ( Both the conditions are mandatory to seek admission in  LL.M).

Eligibility for Other than Mumbai University Students 
The students who have passed LL.B. degree from other than Mumbai University are required to obtain Provisional Statement 

of Eligibility Certificate from Eligibility Section of Univesity of Mumbai, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Bhavan, Santacruz (E), 

Vidyanagari, Mumbai–400098. They are further required to pay the amount in the Department of Law as a fee for procedural 

Document Verification as prescribed by this University from time to time for confirmation of the validity of their certificates of 

their previous University .and confirmation of Eligibility to the LL.M. Course.

Minority Students 
The Maharashtra Domicile Candidate belonging to Gujarati Linguistic Minority Community from within the State of 

Maharashtra are eligible under this Category (Those candidates who are claiming Minority Candidature,  should have 

completed their Bachelor of Law or equivalent qualifying examinations from the state of Maharashtra & should have Domicile 

Certificate from the State of Maharashtra, otherwise they cannot claim for Minority Candidature). 
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University of Mumbai Rules For LL.M Admission
O.5232.  An application for admission to the LL.M degree course must be made in the prescribed form and be submitted to 

the college within the prescribed time, immediately after the declaration of the results of the LL.B. degree 

examination of University of Mumbai held in first half of every year. 

O.5233.  Admission forms for the LL.M. degree course shall be referred to the Admission Committee comprising of the 

Principal and the recognized Post-graduate teachers of the University to fix the criteria of admission. 

O.5234. The students selected for admission to LL.M. degree course shall register themselves with University of Mumbai as 

the Post-graduate students. 

O.5235. Students will not be permitted to pursue the LL.M. degree course simultaneously with any other course of this or 

any other recognized University. 

O.5236.  Admission of the students shall be made in accordance with the merits at the LL.M Entrance exam and marks 

secured at LL. B degree. 

O.5237.  Admission to the LL.M. degree course shall be made for the entire academic year, i.e. for both the First and Second 

Semesters at the beginning of the academic year at one time. 

O.5238.  A Candidate for being eligible for the Second Semester must have successfully kept terms for the First Semester, 

irrespective of the result of the First Semester Examination. 

O.5239.  A candidate for being eligible for admission to the Third and Fourth Semester must have either passed in the First 

and Second Semesters or must have got exemption in at least six papers of the First and Second Semesters. 

Student who remains absent or fail in the Third Semester Practical Examination is required to pay only examination 

fees to become eligible to appear for Practical Examination. 

O.5240.  Unless students pass all the Theory papers and Practical paper of third Semester examinations and dissertation of 

the Fourth Semester, their final result shall not be declared.

R.4357.  The First Semester shall be of two Foundation Papers and two Papers of an Optional Group. Each Paper shall be of 

100 Marks. (4credits) 

R.4358.  The Second Semester shall be of two Foundation Papers and the next two Papers of Optional Group opted by the 

student in the First Semester. Each Paper shall be of 100 Marks (4credits) 

R.4359. The third semester shall be last two papers of optional group. Each paper shall be of 100 Marks. (4 credits each). 

In addition there shall be practical examination of 100 marks (Four Credits) as under: 

1.  Classroom Teaching & Seminar - 40 marks (20 marks each) 

2.  Choice of Practical Components comprising of 50 marks to the students from the following Component. 

3.  10 marks attendance 

Choice of Practical Component: 

(a)  Legal Aid 

(b)  Loopholes / Lacunae in existing laws and reports 

(c)  Comparative study and its utility in context of India 

(d)  Debate on any contemporary legal issue 

(e)  Book Review / Group Discussion on current Legal Affairs 

(f)  Surprise Written Test 

(g)  Case Comments

R.4360.  The Fourth Semester shall be of Dissertation of 80 marks and Viva-presentation of 20 marks (4 credits). For the 

balance 100 marks the students would have choice to select the topic for project from the topics listed in the 

syllabus of the group opted which will have interdisciplinary approach. Out of 100 marks (4credits), 50 marks (2 

Credits) would be for project and 50 marks (2 credits) for viva -presentation. 

Standard for passing the LL.M. Examination:
(a) Passing Standards: 50% to 59% Second Class 60% and above First Class 

(b) No LL.M. student shall be allowed to appear for the examination unless he/she has attended 50% of the total number 

of lectures and seminars conducted in each Semester. 

(c) No Class will be awarded to the students in the First, Second and Third Semester examination. 

(d) The Class will be awarded on the basis of the total performance of the student in all the four Semesters. However, a 

student claiming exemption will be titled to pass class only. 

(e) To pass LL.M. examination, a student must obtain a minimum of 45 percent of the marks in each paper and 50 

percent in aggregate in each of the Semester. 

(f) Dissertation shall be evaluated by a team of teacher of the concerned group and external expert nominated by the 

Head of the Department. The Marks shall be awarded after joint consultation by both the evaluators. 

(g) A student may be exempted at his choice from appearing in any of the papers, if he has secured at least 50% of the 

total marks in that paper. 

(h) Students failing in Dissertation/Project and Viva Examination in the Fourth Semester shall undergo again the 

Dissertation and Viva as the case may be. The final approved dissertation shall be submitted on CD in addition to two 

hard copies. The same procedure shall apply to failure in Choice based credits. 

 (i)  The medium of course is English only. 

Note 1:  All research projects, dissertations &other research assignments are required to be in accordance with the 

circular of the University of Mumbai dated 15thJune 2018, no. Exam. /Thesis/Uni/VCD/947 of 2018 and 

University Grants Commission (Promotion of Academic Integrity & Prevention of Plagiarism in Higher 

Educational Institutions) Regulation 2018.
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(g)  Case Comments

R.4360.  The Fourth Semester shall be of Dissertation of 80 marks and Viva-presentation of 20 marks (4 credits). For the 

balance 100 marks the students would have choice to select the topic for project from the topics listed in the 

syllabus of the group opted which will have interdisciplinary approach. Out of 100 marks (4credits), 50 marks (2 

Credits) would be for project and 50 marks (2 credits) for viva -presentation. 

Standard for passing the LL.M. Examination:
(a) Passing Standards: 50% to 59% Second Class 60% and above First Class 

(b) No LL.M. student shall be allowed to appear for the examination unless he/she has attended 50% of the total number 

of lectures and seminars conducted in each Semester. 

(c) No Class will be awarded to the students in the First, Second and Third Semester examination. 

(d) The Class will be awarded on the basis of the total performance of the student in all the four Semesters. However, a 

student claiming exemption will be titled to pass class only. 

(e) To pass LL.M. examination, a student must obtain a minimum of 45 percent of the marks in each paper and 50 

percent in aggregate in each of the Semester. 

(f) Dissertation shall be evaluated by a team of teacher of the concerned group and external expert nominated by the 

Head of the Department. The Marks shall be awarded after joint consultation by both the evaluators. 

(g) A student may be exempted at his choice from appearing in any of the papers, if he has secured at least 50% of the 

total marks in that paper. 

(h) Students failing in Dissertation/Project and Viva Examination in the Fourth Semester shall undergo again the 

Dissertation and Viva as the case may be. The final approved dissertation shall be submitted on CD in addition to two 

hard copies. The same procedure shall apply to failure in Choice based credits. 

 (i)  The medium of course is English only. 

Note 1:  All research projects, dissertations &other research assignments are required to be in accordance with the 

circular of the University of Mumbai dated 15thJune 2018, no. Exam. /Thesis/Uni/VCD/947 of 2018 and 
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Particulars First Year LL.M. Admission Fees

Tuition Fees 50,000

Library Fees 1,000

PG Registration Fees 825

University Enrolment Fees 30

Gymkhana Fees 400

Identity Card & Library Card 60

Students' Group Insurance 40

Student Welfare Fund 10

Disaster Relief Fund 10

E-suvidha charges 50

E-Service charges 10

Sports and Cultural Activities 30

Vice-Chancellor's Fund 20

Caution Money (Refundable) 250

Examination Fees (Two Sem.) 2,520

Mark sheet 100

NSS 10

TOTAL 55,365

Documents issued by the College
Identity Card

1. The Identity Card issued at the time of admission is valid for two academics. Students should retain possession of their ID 

cards while in the college premises and produce the same whenever required by any member of the college staff.

2. Every student must display his/her ID card to the security personnel at the gate, failing which he or she may not be allowed 

to enter the college premises.

3.  Every student must, at all times, display the valid Identity Card issued by the college authorities.

4. The Identity Card is non-transferable and must be produced whenever demanded. In the event of its loss, the student 

must intimate the same to the Principal immediately in writing.

5. In case of loss of the Identity Card, a student should inform the college office of the same. A duplicate Identity Card can be 

requisitioned with the permission of the Principal on payment of Rs.50/- along with a notarized affidavit and a copy of the 

police complaint from the concerned police station.

Transcripts
Students desirous of pursuing further studies abroad should apply for transcripts to the college office well in advance. After 

verification of mark sheets, the college will hand over the transcripts in ten to fifteen working days period. The amount payable 

for transcripts is Rs.1000/- for 5 sets of copies (For Ex-student, GST will be applicable). Every additional copy requested and 

issued will cost of Rs.50/- per copy.

Bonafide Certificate
Students may apply for a bonafide certificate to the college at the Enquiry Counter. The charge for issuing the Bonafide 

Certificate is Rs.25/. (For Ex-student, GST will be applicable).

Fee chart for the academic year 2022-2023
(N.B.: The following fee structure is subject to revision)
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Dress code
On specific occasions, students are required to wear court formals; whilst attending college they are required to be 

appropriately dressed in accordance with college decorum.

General Rules & Regulations

1. Students may have their office-related queries addressed across the Enquiry/Fee Counter between 10.00 a.m.-10.30 

a.m., and between 12.15 p.m. - 3.00 p.m., during working days.

2. All students are accountable to the Principal and members of the staff for their conduct in Public.

3. Insubordination, use of abusive language, misbehaviour/misconduct can lead to the dismissal of a student.

4. Demonstration of any kind in the college is strictly prohibited. Student behaviour and activity should not interfere with the 

orderly administration and discipline of the college.

5. In case of illness, a leave application shall be submitted to the Course Coordinator along with a medical certificate within 

three days of resuming college.

6. Any student representing the college at Moot Court Competition/Cultural Activities/Sports should ensure that the relevant 

documents are submitted for leave of absence within three days of resuming college.

7. All students applying for Bonafide Certificate, Transcripts, Transference Certificate etc., should apply for the same at 

College Enquiry Counter.

8. During lectures, the use of cell phones is strictly prohibited. Students found using cell phones will be fined Rs.500/- 

and/or their cell phones will be confiscated.

9. No student shall be allowed to attend lectures, use of library facility/computer lab unless he/she has a college identity 

card.

10. Any student/s resorting to verbal or physical fights would be penalized. 

 Discipline must at all times be scrupulously observed by all students. Failure to comply with any of the rules, regulations 

or requirements notified from time to time will lead to strict disciplinary action.

Rules & Regulations
Library 

1. Access to the PGCL Library is restricted to students of PGCL with a valid identification card. 

2. Students are required to carry their PGCL student ID Card for entry and use of the Library. 

3. This card must be used only by the student in whose name it is issued. 

4. For reasons of security, bags and other personal possessions should not be left unattended. 

5. The library is not responsible in case of damage to or theft of personal property. 

6. The use of mobile phones in the library is prohibited. Phones should be either switched-off or set on silent mode. Failure 

to comply with these requirements may result in a fine and/or exclusion from the library. 

7. The consumption of food and beverages (with the exception of bottled water) and the use of personal audio equipment is 

not permitted in the library. Photography, filming, videotaping and audio-taping in the library is not allowed. 

8. Users are required to comply with Copyright Regulations as displayed by the photocopiers. 

9. Users are responsible for material borrowed on their cards and will be required to pay for any damage to, or loss of, 

material borrowed at replacement cost, in addition to an administrative charge. 

10. Borrowing rights are withdrawn while the payment is outstanding. 

11. Fine of Rs.3/- per day per book is levied on overdue books.

Computer Lab 

1. Access to the computer lab is available after lecture hours i.e. from 12.45 p.m. to 3.30 p.m. 

2. Consumption of food and/or beverages (except drinking water) and smoking is not permitted in the Computer Lab. 

3. Students are prohibited from viewing pornographic material, playing games, hacking into networks and other computers, 

spamming, sending junk mail and causing damage to IT infrastructure e.g. projector cables in Computer Lab or on any 

other computer in college premises.
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Discipline

1. Attendance should be complied with the rules and regulations prescribed by the University from time to time. 

2. The conduct of students in their respective classrooms as well as on the college premises should be such that it will not 

cause disturbance to fellow students hinder or disrupt any schedule of the college.

3. Students must not loiter about or congregate in groups in the corridors of the college premises while classes are in 

progress.

4. Students should not indulge in malicious tampering of any college document(s), notice(s), attendance sheet(s), library 

book(s) etc. 

5. Students should do nothing either inside or outside the college in any way that would interfere with the administration or 

discipline of the college.

6. Smoking is strictly prohibited on college premises.

7. At all times, students must handle with care college property and assist in keeping the college premises neat and clean. 

Any damage done to college property by a student will have to be made good by the student and will be considered as a 

punishable offence. 

8. Students should not leave their books, valuables and other belongings in the classroom.

9. The college is not responsible for lost property. However, students may make an enquiry for lost property at the office. 

10. No society, association or organisation shall be formed, no function or meeting held on the premises of the college or 

elsewhere on behalf of the college without the permission of the Principal.

11. No collection shall be made or tickets sold without the requisite permission of the Principal. No notice shall be put up on 

the notice board or announcement made without the written permission of the Principal.

12. Students should, in their own interest, read all notices placed on notice boards on the premises from time to time.

13. All meetings, functions, programmes etc., must be organized/concluded only under the supervision and control of and 

presided over by the Principal or by any other staff member authorized by the Principal.

14. Students must not engage themselves in any political work on the college premises. 

15. If, for any reason, the continuance of a student in the college is in the opinion of the Principal detrimental to the best 

interests of discipline of the college, the Principal may direct such a student to withdraw from the college.

16. No excursions, picnics or tours may be arranged without the prior permission of the Principal. Permission may be 

granted if an application in the prescribed form is submitted by the concerned students to the Principal, at least one week 

prior to the scheduled date of the outing. If permission is granted, the students will have to give an undertaking that they 

will behave appropriately and obey all instructions of the staff members in charge. The students taking part in outing shall 

return before 8.30 p.m. on the same day.

The college is not responsible for any untoward incident that may occur on an excursion, picnic or tour.

Acts of Misbehavior, Misconduct, Indiscipline or Violation of the Rules of Discipline mentioned above are liable for one or 

more punishments as stated below:

1. Warning to the student

2. Warning to the student as well as a letter to the parents

3. Imposition of a fine

4. Denial of library, computer room or any other facility for a specified period or for the whole Term/Year

5. Cancellation of Terms

6. Refusal of admission in the next term or academic year

7. Cancellation of Admission

8. Expulsion from the College for a specified period

9. Rustication

The Rules and Regulations implemented from time to time by the authorities of the college will be binding upon students.

Matters not covered by the existing rules will be at the absolute discretion of the Principal.

College Infrastructure
SVKM's Pravin Gandhi College of Law has an unrivalled location on the eighth floor of Mithibai Complex in Vile- Parle West; the 

heart of Mumbai, with easy connectivity to the various Courts and offices of major law firms in Mumbai. 

The infrastructure of the college includes a state-of-the-art moot court, Wi-Fi-enabled library, computer laboratories and fully 

furnished air-conditioned classrooms with multimedia facilities supplemented by auditoriums, seminar rooms and conference 

halls. A secure environment is ensured through closed-circuit TV monitors in the college corridors and library. The medical 

apparatus in the college is equipped to deal with minor emergencies. Hygienically-equipped cafeterias meet the sustenance 

requirements of students. 

Moot Court Room
SVKM's Pravin Gandhi College of Law has, on its premises, a simulated courtroom that provides the environs for moot trials to 

be conducted. Mooting nurtures students' analytical skills and is indispensable to courtroom advocacy.

Computer Labs
Computers facilitate research for moots, presentations, projects and syllabi related 

queries. Internet access assists in this endeavor. SVKM's Pravin Gandhi College of 

Law has all this and more available at the click of a mouse in the well-equipped twin 

computer labs with its seating capacity of more than thirty students.

Library
The well-stocked, Wi-Fi-enabled library is designed for comfort and it's 

spaciousness creates a conducive environment for research and reading. Students 

have access to legal and non-legal journals, subject-related reference resource and 

a wide range of online services and programs which support and supplement the 

syllabus, enables unhindered continuous research hence promoting legal 

scholarship. Leading international and national law journals, law reports and 

magazines are subscribed by the college and are available to students. In addition to 

print collection, the library has electronic resources and databases accessible to 

students through links. Use of laptops is permitted in the library.

Classrooms
The spacious, well-ventilated (AC) classrooms at PGCL have state-of-the-art 

facilities. Each classroom is equipped with smartboards that are Wi-Fi enabled. The 

Wi-Fi is accessible for students on their personal devices too, as teachers as 

students engage in technologically-advanced learning processes, thus making the 

classrooms learning-friendly. For better classroom delivery, all the rooms are made 

soundproof. The rooms have well-designed furniture for comfortable seating for the 

size of the class. In order to ensure safety and transparency, all classrooms have 

CCTVs, and are under vigilance 24*7.  Overall, the classrooms provide suitable 

environment and infrastructure for effective curriculum delivery. 
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Group I – Business Law

Semester - I

1. Foundation Paper I : Law and Social Transformation in India 

2. Foundation Paper II : Indian Constitutional Law: New Challenges 

3. Paper I : Fundamental Principles of Law of Contract and Allied Laws 

4. Paper II : Global Trade under World Trade Organisation

Semester - II

1. Foundation Paper III : Judicial Process 

2. Foundation Paper IV : Legal Education and Research Methodology 

3. Paper III : Corporate Law 

4. Paper IV : Law Relating to Customs and Foreign Exchange

Semester - III

1) Paper V : Law of Insurance 

2) Paper VI : Banking Law 

3) Classroom Teaching & Seminar 

4) Choice of Practical Component : 

 a) Legal Aid 

 b) Loopholes / Lacunae in existing laws and reports

 c) Comparative study and its utility in context of India 

 d) Debate on any contemporary legal issue

 e) Book Review / Group Discussion on current Legal Affairs 

 f) Surprise Written Test n. Case Comments.

Semester - IV

1. Dissertation 

2. Components of Choice Based Credit System

Group II – criminal Law and Criminal Administration 

Semester - I

1. Foundation Paper I : Law and Social Transformation in India 

2. Foundation Paper II : Indian Constitutional Law: New Challenges. 

3. Paper I : Criminal Jurisprudence 

4. Paper II : Penal Law

Curriculum Summary

Semester - II

1. Foundation Paper III : Judicial Process 

2. Foundation Paper IV : Legal Education and Research Methodology 

3. Paper III : Criminology 

4. Paper IV : Collective Violence and Criminal Justice System

Semester - III

1. Paper V : Penology : Treatment of Offenders 

2. Paper VI : Forensic Science and Scientific Investigation of Crime 

3. Classroom Teaching & Seminar 

4. Choice of Practical Component : 

 a) Legal Aid 

 b) Loopholes / Lacunae in existing laws and reports 

 c) Comparative study and its utility in context of India 

 d) Debate on any contemporary legal issue 

 e) Book Review / Group Discussion on current Legal Affairs 

 f) Surprise Written Test 

 g) Case Comments

Semester - IV

1. Dissertation 

2. Components of Choice Based Credit System

For detailed syllabus of each paper kindly visit pgcl.ac.in
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Information Brochure

Title of the Course Post Graduate Diploma in Cyber Law and Information Technology

Eligibility Graduate from any faculty from a recognized University

Duration  One Academic Year

Fees for the course  `15,000 [Rupees Fifteen Thousand]

Examination End of the Academic Year. 

Intake Capacity 60

Duration of Lectures Eight Hours per week 

Subjects Paper I : Basic of computer and Cyber Security 

 Paper II : Information Technology law (Cyber Law) 

 Paper III : Cyber Crimes and Investigation Procedures 

 Paper IV : Practical training / Field work

Standard of Passing:

a)  To pass the Diploma examination a student must obtain 45% of marks in each paper and 50% in aggregate 

b)  Candidate who secures 50% to 59% marks in aggregate shall be declared to have passed the examination in the Second 

Class. 

c)  Candidates who secure an aggregate of 60% and above marks in aggregate shall be declared to have passed the 

Examination in the First class

d)  In addition to (a) (b) and (c) above, a candidate who secures 70% and above marks in aggregate shall be declared to have 

passed the Examination with Distinction. 

e) Each paper will be of 100 marks.

Note: No Student will be allowed to appear for the examination unless he /she has attended 75% of the total numbers of 

lectures/seminars/practical conducted the course. 

Post Graduate Diploma in
Cyber Law and Information Technology
(Academic Year 2022-23)
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Duration  One Academic Year

Fees for the course  `15,000 [Rupees Fifteen Thousand]

Examination End of the Academic Year. 

Intake Capacity 60

Duration of Lectures Eight Hours per week 

Subjects Paper I : Basic of computer and Cyber Security 

 Paper II : Information Technology law (Cyber Law) 

 Paper III : Cyber Crimes and Investigation Procedures 

 Paper IV : Practical training / Field work

Standard of Passing:

a)  To pass the Diploma examination a student must obtain 45% of marks in each paper and 50% in aggregate 

b)  Candidate who secures 50% to 59% marks in aggregate shall be declared to have passed the examination in the Second 

Class. 

c)  Candidates who secure an aggregate of 60% and above marks in aggregate shall be declared to have passed the 

Examination in the First class

d)  In addition to (a) (b) and (c) above, a candidate who secures 70% and above marks in aggregate shall be declared to have 

passed the Examination with Distinction. 

e) Each paper will be of 100 marks.

Note: No Student will be allowed to appear for the examination unless he /she has attended 75% of the total numbers of 

lectures/seminars/practical conducted the course. 
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Shri Vile Parle Kelavani Mandal's

Pravin Gandhi College of  Law
(Affiliated to the University of Mumbai)

Mithibai College Campus, 8th Floor, Bhaktivedanta Swami Marg,
Vile Parle (W), Mumbai - 400056.

Tel.: 91-86551 43915 • Email: pgcloffice@pgcl.ac.in • www.pgcl.ac.in
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